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Bowling Green, Ohio

Ohio not an Celebration honors King
addition on
collider list
WASHINGTON (AP) —Ohio's
bid to host the world's largest
atom smasher appeared to come
to an end yesterday as the federal government confirmed seven other states as the finalists
in the competition.
State officials had pressed the
federal government to add Ohio
to a list recommended earlier by
a scientific panel. But Christopher Coburn, Gov. Richard
Celeste's science adviser, acknowledged that officials
thought there was little chance
the list would be expanded to include Ohio.
"We're disappointed," said
Coburn. "We're not surprised."
Gary Falle, director of
Celeste's Washington office,
said the state has asked to meet
with Energy Department officials for an explanation of why
Ohio was not selected as a finalist.
"As of right now, we're still at
a loss," said Falle. "We still
don't know why."
The finalists for the $4.4 billion
Superconducting Super Collider
are Arizona, Colorado, Illinois,
Michigan, North Carolina, Tennessee and Texas.
The list is identical to one recommended last month by the
National Academy of Sciences
and National Academy of Engineering, with the exception of
New York, which was on the
academies' list.
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo
earlier this month asked the department to drop consideration
of the Rochester area as a site
for the collider in response to
opposition from local residents.
The department found no
justification for either rejecting
or changing the academies' recommended list," said Energy
Secretary John Herrington, adding that the department believes the list was developed

without bias.
Herrington said the geology
and regional resources such as
transportation and availability
of universities played a large
part in the selection.
Celeste said Ohio will support
the Midwestern finalists in their
bids even though Ohio is not on
the list.
"We gave it our best shot. I'm
disappointed. Ohio had a tremendous proposal. I'm going to
do everything I can now to see if
we can bring the SSC to our region, at least," said Celeste, who
was in Lakewood, a Cleveland
suburb.
Celeste last week gave President Reagan a letter urging the
president to consider Ohio as a
site for the project.
"I've gone to the top. I've gone
to the president," Celeste said.
"I had a call from the White
House this morning from one of
his staff saying the president
wanted me to know before the
announcement was made that
he considered my letter but decided he shouldn't interfere with
the process.
"He'd been asked by people in
California to do the same thing,
and that's his home state. He
figured if he wasn't going to do it
for California, he shouldn't do it
for Ohio."

The department is scheduled
to announce its choice for the
site in July and confirm it in
January 1989.
Ohio has spent nearly $2.5 million to attract the collider to
north-central Ohio, under Delaware, Marion and Union
counties.
The collider will consist of a
53-mile circular tunnel in which
subatomic particles would be
smashed together at nearly the
speed of light.

Jameel Radlord of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity gives his rendition of
Martin Luther King Junior's I Have A Dream' speech at the 'Celebration of a King' held in Prout Chapel last night. The tribute to the civil

rights leader, which included inspirational speeches and a performance by the University Gospel Choir, was attended by about 200 people.

Students, BG pay homage to slain civil rights leader
by Jackie Jackson

copy editor

Martin Luther King Jr. gave
this country a new view of what
the world should be, said Bowling Green Mayor Edwin Miller
last night at a celebration honoring the slain civil rights
leader in Prout Chapel.

The celebration, sponsored
by the Office of Minority Programs and Activities, consisted of speeches by members
of Greek organizations, the
Black Student Union, the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, the Nia Kuumba Dance
Ensemble and the Progressive
Student Organization.

Opening the ceremony, the
University's Gospel Choir sang
the Negro spiritual, "Lift
Every Voice and Sing."
Arto Woodley, senior broadcast major and master of
ceremonies, said people should
not remember King as a black
man. but as an American who
sought equality for all men

through non-violent means.
Roderick Cheetum, president of the Board of Black Cultural Activities, agreed.
"Martin Luther King Jr.
changed the face of black
protests from riots to nonviolent, direct action," Cheetum said.
□ See Celebration, page 4.

Short takes Channel 27 off air
by Julie Wallace
assistant wire editor

A short in a main transmitter has
caused WBGU-Channel 27 to be off-theair since Saturday evening.
Paula Davis, director of information
for the station, said the transmitter of
the station's signal had an electrical
malfunction, causing the blackout of
the programming.
"We aren't sure exactly what caused
the malfunction," she said. "It could've
been that moisture entered the outer

casing of the transmitter, causing the
electrical current to arc."
Davis said the station is expected to
be back on-the-air by the end of the
week. A special
technician arrived Monday from Massachusetts to
determine the cause of the electrical
short.
The technician is a representative of
Colmark, the firm from which the
transmitter was purchased in 1986.
Two "tower riggers" arrived from
Connecticut Monday to climb the tower
and pinpoint the exact area of the problem, Davis said.

The problem, she said, is located
within the "elbow" of the 1,100-foot-tall
tower on which the transmitter is
mounted. The transmitter is located in
Deshler, Ohio.
The elbow connects the antenna of the
transmitter to the signal transmission
cable.
According to Davis, the signal might
be back on the air by late tomorrow
evening, but weather conditions may
delay repair efforts.
"The elbow has to be replaced and the
transmitter cable has to be taken apart
and checked for electrical damages,"

Adviser questions Court
school-censorship ruling
byjudylmmel
assistant dty editor

Last week's Supreme Court
decision allowing high school
administrators to censor student publications will have a
"chilling effect" on Journalism, according to the adviser
of a high school press association.
Laurence Jankowski, adviser of the Great Lakes
Interacholastic Press Association and associate professor of
journalism at the University,
said although it is difficult to

ramifications of the
decision, the results will probably not be good.
The case, Hazelwood School
District vs. Kuhlmeier, involved a high school principal
who deleted two pages from
the school newspaper. The articles in question dealt with
teen-age pregnancy and the effects of divorce on children.
The Court ruled M that "a
school need not tolerate student speech that is inconsistent
with its basic educational mission even though the government could not censor similar
outside the school."
said high schools

Wednesday
□ LAGA is more of a support group
than a social organization, see story
page 3.

which have good relations between journalism students,
newspaper advisers and principals will probably not experience a change in school
newspapers.
"Schools with adversary relationships between the press
and the administration,
however, will experience a
real crackdown," he said
He predicted school papers
will move away from reporting
controversial issues to safer,
"fluff" pieces and good advisers will quit.
DSeeHigBSchoel,page4.

she said. "The damage might have continued down the entire length of the
tower, so the whole cable may need
cleaned."

Davis said the winter storm predicted
for today and tomorrow might delay the
cleaning process, causing the station to
remain on-the-air even longer.
Sally Blair, Northwest Ohio Educational Technology Foundation director,
said the instructional programming
that is broadcast on the station from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. will still be available to
teachers.

"All but 12 of the programs that
should have aired this week are available in the Tape Duplicating Center
within our division," she said! "Those
that are unavailable are being taped
from the Ohio Education Broadcasting
Network so the teachers can still use
them."
Blair said OEBN broadcasts the programs to PBS stations, which in turn
rebroadcast the programming to their
transmission areas.
CSeeWBGU,page4.

Papers say Waite is alive
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - A
British ambassador said that
Anglican Church envoy Terry
Waite, who disappeared a year
ago, is being held somewhere in
predominantly Shiite Moslem
south Beirut, two newspapers
reported today.
''The British government has
not received any solid information about Waite's whereabouts," the ambassador, John
Gray, was quoted as saying by
the leftisMs-Sa/ir and the
French-language L'Orient-Le
Jour newspapers.
"But we know that he is still
alive and held somewhere in the
southern suburbs of Beirut," the
papers quoted him as saying.
Gray's remarks came on the
eve of the first anniversary of

Waite's disappearance after
leaving a seaside hotel in Moslem west Beirut for a rendezvous with the captors of two
American hostages.
South Beirut is a stronghold of
Iranian-backed extremists that
are believed to be holding Waite
and most of the 20 other foreigners missing and feared kidnapped in Lebanon. Gray said
the British government "does
not have any offers or proposals
to make to the captors.
There would be "no deals with
the terrorists, and they must
know that there is no benefit for
them in keeping Waite," Gray
was quoted as saying.
A year ago Wednesday, Waite
vanished in Beirut, becoming

yet another casualty of the hostage crisis he was struggling to
resolve. He was on his fifth trip
to Lebanon.
He left instructions with the
archbishop of Canterbury, the
Most Rev. Robert Runcie, the
Church of England's spiritual
leader, to not make any rescue
attempt or ransom payment if
he was kidnapped.
A year later, his disappearance remains a mystery.
No group claimed responsibility
for kidnapping him. No photographs of Waite or messages
from him have emerged. But
many church officials, including
Runcie, say they believe he is
alive, citing recurrent press reports and other sources.

News in brief

i

The most recent addition to campus parking, Lot
12, located on Merry Street, is causing some confusion among commuters and campus residents, according to Jean Yarnell, parking and traffic nian-

□A plane crash in China kills all 108
people aboard, which Is the worst air
disaster in that country's history, see
story page 6.

New parking lot causing ager
., eviously, Lot 5 was a commuter lot which contained 148 spaces for students who drove their cars
confusion for students
to school. When Lot 12 was added, 200 additional

□ BG hockey player Marc Potvin Is
hard working on the Ice, see storyy page
9.

spaces were available to students who reside on
campus, Yarnell said. Since the two lots are connected, 78 spaces were taken from Lot 12 and added to Lot 5, giving commuters 226 spaces.

i

Because the lots are adjoining, many resident
students are parking in commuter spaces inadvertently, Yarnell said. When this occurs, there is no
place for commuters to park.
"Last week we called all the residents who had
mistakenly parked in the commuter lot and asked
them to move their cars, but this is too much work.
We can't do it every day," she said.
Yarnell said the lots are marked appropriately
and students with blue stickers should park in the
new Lot 12; students with red stickers should park
in commuter Lot 5.
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Home education
not criminal act
Contributing to the unmliness of a minor."
Normally, that criminal charge is associ-'
ated with something seamy, like giving alcohol to a
high school student.
But in a recent case, the term was applied in a
highly questionable manner — to a couple trying to
educate their son in the home.
James and Kathleen Woods' religious beliefs
preclude filling out an application gaining state
permission for home teaching.
And because of those beliefs, the couple has been
sentenced to six months in jail and fined $1,000
each.
The punishment definitely does not fit the socalled "crime."
The couple should be entitled to teach their child
according to their religious beliefs, without state
interference. After all, religious freedom is one of
the principles this country was founded upon.
But now, it seems the Woods are the victims of a
bureaucratic mindset that has seized our society —
in this case, the education and legal systems.
If people like the Woods do not conform to the
"norms, they are punished for their individuality.
Surely many who do not even share those religious beliefs can understand the reasoning behind
keeping a child out of today's mainstream educational system.
The effects of school-induced peer pressure —
namely drugs, alcohol, and too-early sexual experiences — are enough to frighten even the most lenient parents.
The Woods are merely trying to hold an important position in their child's life, and encouraging
him to follow their religious and educational teachings.
But with their recent jail sentence, their beliefs
have been challenged. Their son, Kevin is now
learning an undesirable lesson — that standing up
for one's beliefs can result in imprisonment.
Hopefully, the jailing of the Woods will produce
some good in long run.
Other home school families are already joining
the Woods' battle, serving as a reminder that there
are beliefs worth standing up for.

Gucci checks into banks
Italian designer adds artistic touch to spending money

By Mike
Royko

A Chicago bank has hired a
creature named Gucci to design
artsy new checks and checkbooks.
Gucci, who is famous for designing womens' shoes and purses, has created checks with
swans, daisies, mist-shrouded
trees, rippling water, a sunrise
and even a seagull against a
lavender background. Gucci is
not the hairy-chested type.
The bank thinks this will attract new customers. Maybe it
will, but I won't be one of them.
Banks should be serious. My
attitude toward them is the
same as that of Mrs. Grobnik,
who was Slats Grobnik's
mother. "A good bank," she always said, "should look like a
jail, except the bank's walls
should be thicker."
Whenever she made a deposit
— and she never made withdrawals — Mrs. Grobnik would
walk around the lobby to see if
they had hired any new guards.
If she found one, she would ask
him:
"Are you a good shot?"
They always said yes, so she'd
ask:
"How many people have you
shot?"
If they hadn't shot anybody,
she would go to the chief cashier
and ask why they were hiring
inexperienced people.
Sometimes she would purKsely include a half-dollar in
r deposit. If the cashier didn't
bite it, she would triumphantly
report him to the vice president.

Freebies save cash
Best things in life don't deplete pocketbook
By Christopher Scurlock
Since I am a typical college
student, I am always looking for
a way to save a buck. Shopping
for sale items. Using a Sprint
card (or better: if it's my mom,
I call collect). Walking instead
of driving. I do it all to make
sure none of my checks to the
Bursar bounce. So, when I hear
the phrase, "the best things in
life are free," I believe it. And, if
your checkbook balance looks
anything like mine, you are
probably in agreement with me.
So, to pool our resources here is
a list of the best of the "best."
My favorite free things.
5. Churchill's Weekly Coupons. Yeah, I know the object is
to get you in their store, but free
is free (I've seen too many Jim
McMahon commercials). And,
while you are in there you can
find some serious bargain
prices.
4.17ie BG News. Don't laugh.
It's a pretty good paper. You can
read Royko, see how BG's sports
teams did (on those rare occasions that you miss the game)
and keep up with USG's efforts.

It's also a good way to at least be
familiar with current events
(come on — no one really knows
what's happening on the Gaza
strip so don t blame The News if
they don't give every detail).
The only thing it's really lacking
is a crossword puzzle. But, it's
the only paper that prints Craig
Hergert's Out of Whack" column which is better than any silly word game. If you have ever
read OSU's Lantern you'll realize what a gem we have here,
but if you're still not convinced,
it is the only place to get No.S!

3. Free Soda to Designated
Drivers. Many people would
have felt morally obligated to
place this No.l, but I have a few
reservations. It seems to give license for everyone else in a
group to get totally blasted. This
& crazy. Yes, I've been there:
from bucking (that's throwing-
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I'm sure that Mrs. Grobnik
would not have felt comfortable
with Gucci's checkbooks. In
fact, she never in her life used a
checkbook. She thought that
anybody who would put their
money in a bank, then immediately spend a nickel writing a
check to get some of it out,
should be put away by his relatives for his own good.
Mrs. Grobnik finally stopped
dealing with banks entirely
when she found out that they
loaned money. She had always
thought they just stored it away.
It was her opinion that anybody
who borrowed money did so because they didn't have enough of
their own, which means they
were bums. And she didn't want
to trust her money to an institution that would loan it out to
bums.
I'm not quite as conservative
as Mrs. Grobnik about such
matters, but the business of the
Gucci checks would make me

For one thing, his name isn't
just plain Gucci. No Italian
mother is going to send a boy
into the world with no more of a
handle than "Gucci." Would an
Italian Priest baptize a baby as
plain "Gucci"?
Yet, when I called the bank
and asked them what Gucci's
full name was, they said they
didn't know.
Maybe being just Gucci is
enough for the fashion circles in
New York, but a bank ought to
get a guy's first name before

and he should think dark
thoughts.
If there are going to be daisies
on the check, they should be surrounding a gravestone with his
name on it. If there are going to
be rippling waters, a hand
should be sticking out of the
water. If there is a tree, it should
have a noosed rope attached to a
limb.
I'd like to see checkbooks with
pictures of a turnip, with a drop
or two of blood oozing out of it.
Many men would like checks
for their wives that would bear a

For one thing, his name isn't just plain
Gucci. No Italian mother is going to send
a boy into the world with no more of a
handle than "Gucci."

they do any kind of business with
him. If they hire somebody who
goes around saying, "I am Gucci," they might decide to lend
money to people who walk in and
say, "I am Smith — give me a
thou."
I am not opposed to adding a
little art to checks. But it should
be something serious. When a
person writes a check he
shouldn't think about daisies,
seagulls, rippling waters, sunrises, trees and other pleasant
things. He is spending money.

drawing of a widow in black, sitting at a lawyer's desk, with the
lawyer saying: "Well, you can
always sell the furniture."
Or maybe a bleak rickety old
building with a sign over the
door that says: "Poor House."
Married men could use personalized checks with a snappy
slogan across the top. Maybe
something like: "Bartender:
Please don't cash this. Signed,
His children."
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

expressed in letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300
words in length and should be
typewritten, double-spaced,
and signed. Address or oncampus mailbox number along
with your telephone number
for varification, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten and

double-spaced. University students writing columns must
provide class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the right
to reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:

Respond
The BG News editorial page
is your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to
humorous anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student
to write a column. The News
encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may be

Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

up) to some nasty hangovers.
What's the point? An occasional
drink seems fine, but remember, moderation in all
things. If you want to unwind
from classes, see No. 2.
Still, two years ago I had a
friend killed in an accident while
riding with a drunk driver. If
this program saves one life, it is
worth it.
2. UAO Movies, Thursdays,
9:00 p.m. Co-sponsored by HSA
and OSEA. These are excellent.
The selections are magnificent.
In the two semesters that I have

...remember, moderation in all things. If
you want to unwind from classes, see
No.2.
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Once in a while, she would set
the alarm clock for 1 a.m. Then
she'd get up and walk to the
bank and rap on the door. When
the night guard peered out,
she'd say: "Remember, no
sleeping.
After using the same bank for
24 years, she abruptly closed her
account and put her money
somewhere else. The reason was
that a cashier had grown a mustache.
"The next thing," she said, "is
he will take my money and run
away to Las Vegas."

been here, they've shown "Yellow Submarine," "Rebel Without a Cause," "Casablanca,"
and my personal all-time
favorite film, "West Side
Story."
If you really want to unwind
from classes, come to the Gish
Film Theatre on Thursdays.
1. Josh McDowell: Thurs.,
Jan. 21. 8:00 p.m. This may
sound like a blatant plug, and ft
sort of is, but after careful consideration, I had to give him top
billing if only because he is a
one-time deal. Plus he graduated from the school I transferred from (Wheaton College).
Don't worry that he conflicts
with No.2 because this week's
only a "Three Stooges" festival,
and you've seen it all before. I
have heard him speak before,
and he is intelligent, humorous
and most important, correct. I
don't know exactly what he is
going to say, but I personally
guarantee it will be worth your
while.
Well, I hope I have helped you
out a little. The list contains the
essentials for a college student:
food and something to do. If you
have some good suggestions I'd
be happy to hear Them. The
Grim Bursar is always at my
door.
Scurlock is a senior chemistry
major from Lima.
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Local
Subsidy increase low
Small amount due to limited-enrollment growth
percent compared to other state
universities' average of 4 percent, Dalton said.
One reason for the low percentage is based upon enrollment growth, Dalton said. The
University, with 15,000 undergraduate students, is one of five
schools that has a limited enrollment, he said.

by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

A lower percentage increase
in instructional subsidy' this
year resulted in a higher than
average student fee increase,
said Chris Dalton, vice president
of planning and budgeting.
It also led to a lower than
average faculty salary increase,
Dalton said.

Ohio State University and
Miami University are at or
above the enrollment ceiling.
Ohio University and Kent State
University are below the ceiling,
but growing in enrollment, Dalton said.

He presented an overview on
subsidy, which is the major income source for the University,
at the Faculty Senate meeting
yesterday.

Besides enrollment, he said
there is a low percentage of University graduate students in
physical sciences and engineering.
r
'There was a higher percentage of students than other
schools at subsidy levels," Dalton said. "Where there was a
decrease at subsidies, and a

The subsidy, he said, is based
upon 11 levels in four fields —
general studies, baccalaureate,
masters and doctoral.
The 1987 instructional subsidy
was $50 million, and $51 million
in 1988, he said. It was the
smallest increase average at .46

lower percentage of students at
subsidy levels, there was a
lower percentage of students at
subsidy levels where subsidy
went up."
Dalton said ways to enhance
subsidy mix is to increase both
student retention and the quality
of students enrolling at the University.
"(These steps) are not going
to have a dramatic impact. Were working on small, but significant increases," he said.
In other business, Faculty
Senate decided to postpone voting on a request to make modifications in the Undergraduate
Council by-laws in order to review it.
The request stated that the
Deans of the undergraduate colleges, the Dean of Libraries, the
Dean of Learning Resources,
the Dean of Continuing Education, and the Registrar would be
non-voting members for advising the Council.

Trace the development
which has shaped

I
I
I

the historyof
Bowling Green, Ohio

Gay life not 'choice,'
LAGA members state
by Jackie Jackson
copy editor

The Lesbian and Gay Alliance has changed
its image of being a social group to that of a
support organization, according to its presi"John," (who wished to remain anonymous),
said when the organization was founded 10
years ago, it was labeled a social group where
homosexuals could meet and mingle.
Its original name was Choice and along with
that title arose misconceptions, he said.
"People were assuming that we could choose
to be gay or to be straight. What we meant by
the name was to choose whether to act on our
feelings of homosexuality or deny them," John
said.
He said in the last two years LAGA has pushed to end the stereotype.
Today, LAGA has up to 66 members and serves as an educational, informational, and supportive group for its members, he said.
"We keep ourselves up on the AIDS issue, we
inform our members of their gay rights, and we
help them deal with corning out of the closet,"
John said.
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For those who are ashamed or afraid of their
feelings, the group listens to their problems and
offers support, he added.
He said some people consider LAGA to be a
group only for homosexuals, but denied this belief, adding it is for heterosexuals as well.
"Some people join because they have family
members who are homosexual," he said.
John said LAGA has tried to educate the
community by attending human sexuality
classes and answering questions.
"If we have a paneland we open one person's
mind Just a little bit, then we've done our job,"
he said. "Hopefully our society will reach a
point where sexual orientation doesn't matter,
but right now it is still risky to be known."

352-3551

Special Edition
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"We keep ourselves up on
the AIDS issue, we inform
our members of their gay
rights, and we help them deal
with coming out of the
closet."

1

UJaltnoisney World
Representatives from Disney
will be on campus to interview
students for Co-op positions for
Summer and Fall Semesters.

i—r
Center for Academic Options-231 Administration-372-8202.

Does Josh
know everything
about sex?

MUSICIANS
PERFORMERS

TECHNICIANS

Fa more information coll the Co-op office at 2-2451

Interviews for technical positions and Berenstain Bears will begin when
regisl ration opens. Auditions for singers musicians and emcees will begin
as soon as these interviews are completed
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Free Delivery
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$2 off any large pan
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When faced once again
with the cafeteria's
carcot-tuna-raisin surprise,
remember these comforting
words...
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440 E. Court
Free Delivery-Umlled Area
(Minimum of $3.00)
Open 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. Dally
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If interested you must attend the
mandatory information session on
Walt Disney World College Program
on January 25th at 7:00 pm in 121
West Hall to register for an interview
on January 26.
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Josh McDowell
January 21, 1988
Anderson Arena
8:00 p.m.
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Walking emphasized
BG mall hosts fitness program in early hours
by Scott Korpowski
reporter
Bowling Green's new breed
of health enthusiasts have taken window shopping a step further.
The Woodland Mall Fitness
Walkers are part of a program
designed for people who want
to exercise, but cannot do it
outdoors because of cold or inclement weather, according to
Linda Peters, manager and
marketing director of ihe facility.
She said some people, especially senior citizens, also need
protection from the heat in the
summer months.
The five-month-old health
program has gained considerable popularity in the community, she said. Boasting
high school, University, senior
citizen and children participants, the Walkers claim 124
registered members.

High School.
[ Continued from page 1.
"Journalism programs in high
school won't nave the strength
and reputation they've been beginning to have," Jankowski

• Full-lime internships in all majors
• 12-15 hrs. credit
• Support Services
• Housing
Center for Academic Options
231 Administration
372-8202

Jean EUert, 226 Curtis Ave.,
said her doctor called the Walkers program "the best thing
to happen to Bowling Green."
Eilert, who has logged 465
miles since September, said
the program has paid off.
"My cholesterol level has
dropped and so has my blood
pressure," she said.
Al Nelson, 22552 Carter
Road, has shed 70 pounds since
June by walking and altering
his diet. He walks four miles
daily in the mall, and threeand-a- half miles outdoors.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director
of the University's Student
Health Services, endorses a
regular fitness program, and
said walking is an excellent
starting point.
He said fitness programs
exist on three levels — no
exercise, mild exercise (walking) and aerobic exercise.
While aerobic exercise may do
the most good, Kaplan said
walking holds definite benefits
for many people.
said. "They are being
demeaned."
Jankowski said, according to
a national study he recently
completed, most high school
journalism students do not
choose journalism as a profession.

Walking is healthy for
seniors and heart attack victims, said Kaplan, lowering
cholesterol levels and blood
pressure while promoting
mental well-being if done regularly.
Also, walkers avoid the frequent joint and back problems
which tend to plague people
who engage in more strenuous
activity such as running,
swimming and cycling, he
said.
To become a Fitness Walker,
people need fill out an application complete with reasons for
joining the program and their
physician's name, she said.
the flip side of the application is a walker's log to record
total miles.
The mall opens its doors at 7
a.m., three hours early, for the
walkers, with walkers welcome during regular mall
hours which end at 9 p.m.
Peters said that an average
of 60 walkers trek through
the mall daily.
"But crucial skills — such as
organization, meeting deadlines
and learning to talk and listen to
people through interviewing —
will be lost and where will the
slack be picked up?" he said.
Dennis Hale, a University associate professor of journalism
specializing in media law, said
the Supreme Court decision is a
loss for the high school press,
but everything is not lost.
"States could adopt a more
liberal law and school boards,
being local, could also set their
own policy," he said. " The
Court is just saying there is no
Constitutional violation if principals delete material in a
school paper. We were hoping
for more of a compromise,
though, because when you give
people power, they tend to take
it."

THURS. JAN 21 - 5:30
TAFT RM., UNION
SUMMER DEADLINE = FEB. 15

Hale said the Supreme Court
could have made things easier
for the press by setting one
national standard that was an
agreeable compromise.

Seniors,

You're Out!

BG News/File Photo
Laura Schultes reads a book while walking through the halls of the Woodland Mall. Schultes walks to help
her sleep after working all night as a nurse at Wood County Hospital.
"At this point, we can try to
fight battles (for the First
Amendment), but there will be a
lot more battles to fight," he
said.
He does not think the ruling
will affect college papers because he has faith the Court will
recognize university students
are voting adults."
Jankowski, however, thinks
university newspapers should be
concerned.
"Who's saying the decision
will stop at the high school?" be
said. "What if the decision was
expanded so all collegiate
papers could be read and censored by the University president?"
Richard Heckman, adviser of
the Eastwood High School
newspaper in Pemberville, said
he does not think the ruling will
affect the paper.
"A high school paper is a
learning experience," he said.
"Therefore, we have always had
a fairly conservative paper because the students don t have
the professional skills to tackle
more complex issues."
Heckman said in the 18 years
he has advised the newspaper,
he has never had any conflicts
with the school principal.

WBGU
□ Continued from page 1.
"We can still get the programs
into the station, but we cannot
get them out to the schools,"
Blairsaid.

Davis said the malfunction
cuts programming for 19
counties within Northwest Ohio,
but most of the prime-time
shows will be rescheduled for
broadcast at a later date.

The station's programming
can still be picked up by Wood
County Cable subscribers on
Channel 12, she said. The Sandusky Cable company is still able
to carrying the signal too, due to
a special networking system.

"Everyone is calling, wanting
to know when we are going to
reschedule the programs,"
Davis said. "Until we find out
when we are going back on-theair, we can't begin to reschedule
anything."

Celebration
□ Continued from page 1.
Cheetum said despite the efforts
King made in the 1960s, blacks
still face discrimination, and he
cited statistics from Black
Scholar magazine that there is a
44 percent illiteracy rate and a
SO percent unemployment rate
for black males in the United
States.
"We had injustice then, we
have injustice now. We were oppressed then, we are oppressed
now," he said.
Cheetum said in order for
black people to one day be free
of racial injustice they must

-CHARLESTOWNF
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

keep ICing's dream alive.
rung never gave up hope that
one day his dream would be
fulfilled and today we must
carry on that dream, Cheetum
said.
Jameel Radford, of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, presented
ICing's famous speech, "I Have
a Dream" and Peter Ogbuji
read a poem that he wrote,
"What Martin Luther King Jr.
would be doing if he were here
today."
Ogbuji, representing the Progressive Student Organization,
said that if King were alive today, he would see a lot of injustice and would speak out against
it, just as he spoke out against
Vietnam.
Culminating the tribute, Kenneth Butler, president of Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity, delivered a
sermonette, "My life will not be
lived in vain."
SAVE
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Must End Soon! 5

They're oil wet.

at 7:15 and 9:15
PRESENT AT OUR BOX

FALCON Basketball

of the 1988 KEY senior section
if you miss the last portrait shoot

(They begin next week)

Call the KEY at 372-8086 now to schedule
your appointment today!
This is the last session and your last chance.

Be a hit and immortalize yourself!
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Sittings are Jan. 25 to Feb. 12

Students, we need YOU
as our "Sixth Man" in
"THE HOUSE THAT ROARS"!
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LOOK-OUT FOR V*^

FREE,
FLYING T-SHIRTS
AFTER EVERY DUNK!

THIS WEEK AT ANDERSON ARENA
Wednesday
Western Michigan
Women 5:30
Men 8:00

Saturday
Defiance
Men 1:30

Sunday
Chicago-Loyola
Women 1:30

January 20,1988 S
Thursday-Sunday

January 21-24
Open Daily 10-9
Sunday 12-5

SIDEWALK SPLE

1234 N. Main Bowling Green, OH 43402 419-354-4447

woodland moll

During Mall Hours 10-9 Daily

Writer coo bo extremely hard on
your na* The hath ooU otf
con male* It dry. brim* and
•o hard to manage that
getting a comb through It
* the •gulvolont of on
oerobtc workout

Ana now you can get thli condllonrng treatment for holt price during Wooatond Moll!
Soewafc Sole So before your ho* get. to the
port where you can t do a thing wwh rt. come
lo *eito and get Extreme!
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WINTER WARM-UP SPECIALS

HAS YOUR HAIR
TAKEN A WALK
ON THE
WILD SIDE?

That» when V% time to wintertte
your hoir wtth Pedkeni Extreme
ManProtein Pock Itiipectaly
formulated to recondition damaged ha«
by reduc*>g mceture low and maintaining
your ha* i natural PH balance

a

12-5 Sunday

Hot Cereals
and Oatmeal ....

20% OFF

Soup Mixes

20% OFF

....

Gourmet Coffees . . 20% OFF
(Free Grinding)

W'HCOJOON

50%off
Remember (Js For Your Valentines
and Easter Shopping

&REDKEN
•EXTREME- PROTEIN PACK
'CONDITIONING TREATMENT'

WOODLAND MALL • 352-9064
Open Mon. - Sal. 8-9, Sun. 10-5
832 S. Main (Next to Lane Drugs)
352-9763
NO APPOINTMENTS- JUST WALK IN!

$

2

ma. U)

CAIN'S ■
POTATO ^J
CHIPS mM

Ask for your FREE Salon Prescription Hoircare Analysis
with any haircare service.

SUPER SIDEWALK SALE

Priced at •I."
Sale price *1."
Coupon Price *1.'
Good Until 1 /28

'Buy a Pinch or a Pound from
Around the World"

PreSeason
Specials
Bathing Suits & Scarves
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

WINTER CLEARANCE
up to

75°/«

BUY 1
GET
2nd 1/2 off

ffl&lj^JflS^

The Styling Salon at JCPenney
We'd like to take the opportunity to announce our
Complete Nail Care Services.
Our Salon now offers a complete line of Nail Care
including:
Manicures
Sculpture Nails & Tips
Creative Painting, including Airbrushing
and much more.

SIDEWALK
SALE!
Thursday
Thru
Sunday
Save up to

50%
AND MORE

*

OFF OUR WINTER
MERCHANDISE*!
* Percentage off the original price.

JCPenney

CREATIVE NAIL DESIGN

Why not call us today, and make an appointment,
or drop in on your next visit to JCPenney.
Woodland Mall

Bowling Green, OH

354-0940

WOODLAND MALL
BOWLING GREEN
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Chinese airliner crashes Couple given
All aboard perish in wreck caused by engine defect
BEIJING (AP) — An engine defect caused
a domestic airliner to crash in southwestern
China about five miles short of an airport
runway, killing all 108 people aboard, airline
officials said yesterday.
The crash occurred Monday at 10:15 p.m.
(9:15 a.m. EST) as Southwest Chongqing's
airport, the official Xinhua News Agency
reported yesterday.

confirmed those employees were on board.
Officials at Civil Aviation Administration
said they were holding an emergency meeting
ng to dis<
discuss the crash. They said other
scheduled flights were going in and out of
Chongqing normally.
A woman who answered the telephone at
administration's office at the Chongqing
airport said she had no information about
the crash.
Xinhua reported the crash about 12 hours
after it occurred and about half an hour after
the Japanese news service Kyodo reported it
based on information from Japan's Foreign
Ministry.
But this was unusually speedy for the
state-run news agency. By contrast, China
took more than a day to confirm the 1982
crash near Guilin and then acted only after a
Hong Kong television station reported the
plane was missing.
Southwest China Airline officially began
operations in October as an independently
managed subsidiary of the Civil Aviation'
Administration.

A woman who answered the phone at the
Civil Aviation Administration of China, the
nation's flag carrier and the parent of Southwest China Airlines, said today that an
engine defect caused Monday night's crash.
The woman, at the administration's Beijing
office, said weather was not a factor in the
crash.

The brief report said the Soviet-designed
Ilyushin IL-18, a four-engine turboprop, crashed about five miles from the airport in Sichuan province, lulling the 98 passengers
and 10 crew members on board.
Xinhua said four of the passengers were
foreigners — three Japanese and a Briton.
The U.S. Embassy in Beijing said no Americans were aboard.
The crash was one of the worst in China's
history. In the only worse accident of recent
years, a Civil Aviation Administration Trident crashed April 26, 1982, near the southeastern city of Guilin, killing 112 people.

She would not elaborate on the nature of
the engine problem, and said she did not
know if the plane caught fire or whether it
crashed in a populated area. The woman,
who spoke on condition of anonymity, also
said she did not know if any bodies were recovered from the wreckage of the plane.
Xinhua said a Civil Aviation Administration team sped to the scene to investigate the
crash but found no survivors.
In Tokyo, the Japanese Foreign Ministry
said at least threeIJapane
Japanese were on board.
It identified them as Isamu Tanaka and Masato Haga of Toshiba Corp., who were on a
business trip, and Sumio Kudo of Mitsui and
Co., a trading company. Both companies

Three shuttle tests requested
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Senior astronauts are
concerned about booster rocket
flaws found during a test last
month, and are asking that the
space shuttle not be cleared to
fly again until at least three
more successful tests are conducted.
NASA's return-to-space plan
calls for at least two more successful tests of the redesigned
solid-fuel rocket booster, but
Daniel Brandenstein, chief of

the astronaut office at the Johnson Space Center in Houston,
said he and some other astronauts don't believe that is good
enough.
"We are proposing that we do
three more (mandatory) tests,
but that is still in review," he
said in an interview. "They were
planning two, but with the
(launch date) slip and the failure, putting a third in there is
possible.'^

2>X Z.ta

Navy Hear Adm. Kit-hard
Truly, a former astronaut who
heads the shuttle program, announced earlier this month that
the failure in the December
rocket test will require a delay
in resumption of space flights
until late July or August. Flights
had been scheduled To resume in
June.
A spokesman for Morton
Thiokol Inc., manufacturer of
the rocket, confirmed on Monday that discussions are under
way about adding another mandatory test-firing of the rocket.
No decision has been made, he
said.
Two full-scale firings have
been conducted and two more
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spac
accident, which killed seven astronauts on Jan. 28, 1986, was
blamed on a flawed joint in the
side of the solid rocket booster.
The side joints have been redesigned, along with parts of the
rocket booster nozzle.

MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union said yesterday it
has granted political asylum
to a Pennsylvania man and
woman. The man was apparently persuaded by a Russian
couple that life is better under
socialism, his father said.
Theodore Branch, 43, and
Cheryl Branch, 40, of Pennsylvania, were granted asylum by the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet, the nation's
parliament, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Gennady Gerasimov announced.
Clarence Branch, 77, said
by telephone from Erie, Pa.,
today that his son was "stupid" for deciding to live in the
Soviet Union. He said he believed the two have been
married since the 1970s, adding that they have no children.
"He talked about it, but a
lot of people tried to talk him
out of it," the father said.
"The way I think, over there
you give up your freedom.
That's why I was against it.
There are so many millions
wanting to get out of there.
Why would anybody want to
go over there?
Gerasimov identified the
Branches as "experts in the
field of mass communica-

DAYTON(AP) - While two
hospitals argue over who should
get to use a lifesaving machine
for infants, a lawsuit alleges
that at least one child has died
because she had to go out of
town for the treatment, a newspaper reports.
Children's Medical Center of
Dayton is referring patients to
out-of-town hospitals that have
what is known as an ECMO
machine, even though such a
device already is located at
nearby Miami Valley Hospital,
the Dayton Daily News reported
Sunday.
ECMO stands for extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.
The machine removes carbon

HAIR UNLIMITED
6 BEDS
143 W. WOOSTER
353-3281
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248 N. MAIN
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"They've (Miami Valley)
been very lucky," said Dr.
Sherry Courtney, Children's director of newborn medicine.
"Even in Russian roulette, you
win. They should never have
started (ECMO). Certainly,
they should stop."

Doctors at Children's alleegedly told the George family that
Miami Valley's ECMOI program
was "not competent" and sent
the baby to Louisville. Because
of transportation problems, the
trip was delayed, and the baby
died before she could be put on
the ECMO machine, the lawsuit
alleges.

10 Initial Visits
(Expires 1/31/88)
-Since 1980-

I fflft

^tndna Joti
( hris itjajnarUh

dioxide from an infant's blood
and replenishes the blood's oxygen, allowing a baby's lungs to
rest and grow.
Doctors at Children's say
Miami Valley does not have the
experience or a medical program extensive enough toberform ECMO treatment. They
are sending babies to Cincinnati
or out of state for the treatment.
The newspaper said a
nationally known expert on the
ECMO machine endorses Miami
Valley's program.

George has sued Children's,
Kosair Children's Hospital in
Louisville, Ky., and five doctors,
saying their negligence led to his
daughter's death. The lawsuit
said Jamie was born June 28,
1986, with health problems.

Special $25°°
w|,h

Clarence Branch said his
son had worked for a radio
station in Mount Dora, Fla.,
but said he did not know
either its call letters or what
his son did there. He said his
son and daughter-in-law had
lived with him and his wife,
Lavera, 73, before leaving in
mid-November on a tour of
the Soviet Union.
Branch's travel plans "just
came up in the last few
months, his father said.
"There was a man and a
woman come over here"
from Russia, the elder
Branch added. "He wanted to
stay here, and she didn't. I
guess she went back.
Gerasimov said Theodore
and Cheryl Branch had written the president to say that
"in the Soviet Union, priority
is given to law and order, legislation provides equal opportunities and possibilities for
all, which is an alternative to
capitalism."
He said the couple came to
the Soviet Union late last
year, and "declared their
unwillingness to return to the
United States and asked for
permission to live here as
immigrants."

The argument has been going
on for 3V4 years. MaryLee Gill
Sambol, a lawyer representing
James George of Dayton, said
one of its victims was George's
2-day-old daughter, Jamie.
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were planned before verifying
the redesigned shuttle rocket for
flight. Still another test was to
be conducted, but officials said
this fifth test did not have to
precede the first mission. It is
this fifth test that Brandenstein
now wants to be conducted successfully before shuttle flights
resume.
The first full-scale test, called
DM8, was conducted successfully in August. It was followed on
Dec. 23 by the DM9 test in which
a new nozzle boot ring design
was used for the first time. The
boot ring came apart.
"The DM9 outer boot ring test
was not a success, so that should
not count as one of our 'get
ready to fly' tests on the nozzle,"
said Brandenstein. "My feeling
is that we ought to redo the nozzle part of that and test it three
full times again before certifying it for flight."

Soviet asylum

STUDENT COURT
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Applications for Student Court Staff are
available now at 405 Student Services
Building until 5:00 p.m. January 20th.
Interviews to be held Wed. January 20th
All Majors Welcome
»«MM&^^
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News Briefs
Waste bill supported
COLUMBUS (AP) - U.S.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum
yesterday lined up in support
of a contested bill in the Ohio
House that would impose
tougher state regulation over
the shipment of hazardous
materials.
"The statistics are alarming: Ohio ranks second in the
country for transportation
accidents involving hazardous materials," the Cleveland Democrat told a forum
he conducted on the subject.

"From 1976 to 1984, a total
of 5,313 incidents occurred in
Ohio, endangering the health
and safety of millions," he
said.
"We are all familiar with
the disaster in Miamisburg ...
when toxic fumes from burning phosphorus and sulfur
from a train derailment
caused the evacuation of
35,000 people," he said.

Convicted lawyer dies
NEW YORK (AP) - David
W.C. Clark, a lawyer convicted in the insider trading
scandal involving a Wall
Street Journal columnist,
died just days before he was
to be sentenced. He was 38.
Clark died Saturday at his
mother's home in Fort
I^uderdale, Fla., The New
York Times reported today.
Clark's death was attributed to chronic alcoholism,
Michael Salvati, an investigator with the Broward
County Medical Examiner's
office, told the Times.
Clark was convicted in

November of 16 counts of
fraud, tax evasion and perjury and could have been sentenced to 75 years in prison.
He was free on bail pending
Friday's sentencing in U.S.
District Court here.
The conviction stemmed
from stock trading by Clark
while he was a lawyer in New
York. He was charged with
embezzling $3.7 million from
clients to underwrite his trading. The indictment also said
he failed to report his trading
profits and twice lied to Securities and Exchange Commission investigators.

Ancient toilet dug up
ATHENS, Greece (AP) An archaeological team has
unearthed a luxurious public
toilet built in the 4th century
B.C. on the Aegean island of
Amorgos, the excavation director said Monday.
Leila Marangou, who teaches classical archaeology at
Ioannina University, said the
seven-foot-by-five-foot stoneroofed building was discovered last summer during
excavations at the ancient

city of Minoa.
"It's a splendidly preserved toilet built in an age when
luxury first started to matter.
And it's the most complete
ancient Greek example ever
found," she said in an interview.
"It seated four people on
two marble benches and the
walls were colorfully decorated in yellow, red and
green plaster ... and it had a
marble door," she added.

Bid 'leaker' is scapegoat
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
General Services Administration official alleged to have
leaked secret information about
AT&T bids to companies competing for $55 million in federal
telecommunications contracts is
being used as a scapegoat by the
GSA, his lawyer said yesterday.
"There appears to be a deliberate campaign by the GSA to
destroy Mr. (Sureshar) Soni,"
said attorney John Dowd. "It
reminds me of the old public
hanging. No trial, no evidence;
theyre just going to hang this
guy out there.'
A Senate committee investigating allegations of impropriety in the awarding of
government contracts said
Monday that officials from two

Bell telephone companies had
told the panel Soni indicated to
them the price they would have
to beat to win the contracts they
were seeking.
"If I were you, I wouldn't take
that information to the bank,"
Dowd said today in response to
the allegations. Dowd said Soni
would have no comment.
Soni was removed by GSA last
week from his position as director of network engineering and
reassigned to a new position outside the telecommunications
area. The change was made, the
GSA said, because Soni was the
focus of an investigation by the
agency's inspector general.
GSA spokesman Bob Fiser
said the agency had no official
reaction to Dowd's accusations.

Auto tests delayed
COLUMBUS (AP) — A Senate committee ignored a federal official's warning yesterday and voted to delay mandatory auto emissions tests in the Cincinnati and Cleveland areas from Feb. 1 to Aug.
1.
But Gov. Richard Celeste, who said earlier he would veto legislation to delay the tests, warned residents of the two metropolitan
areas that he still expects the testing to start Feb. 1.
It was not clear whether the bill's supporters could muster the
votes to override a veto — it takes a three-fifths majority in each
chamber — but Sen. Richard Finan, R-Cincinnati, and others indicated they will try, if necessary.
The unanimous vote cleared the way for a Wednesday floor vote in
the Senate. House sponsors predicted approval in that chamber,
perhaps later this week.
Sen. Theodore Gray, R-Columbus, offered amendments to Finan's
bill that apparently were designed to overcome objections of Celeste
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
His amendments provide that the tests will be given on a voluntary
basis from Feb. 1 to Aug. 1, and then become mandatory. They also
increase the inspection fee that can be charged by service stations
from $5 to $10, to meet complaints that $5 is not enough.
The state can claim up to $2 of the fee for administrative costs,
under both the bill and Gray's amendment. Finan said prospective
testers told him the test could take 15 or 20 minutes, perhaps even
longer.
The tests would determine whether pollution control equipment is
working.
Richard Wilson of Washington, D.C., spokesman for the U.S. EPA,
renewed his agency's threat that Ohio will be penalized unless it
complies with federal clean-air standards by having the program in
place by Feb. 1.

"but I'm sure that would be incorrect."
The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee said Soni allegedly gave the pricing information to regional Bell telephone companies competing
with American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. for 14 electronic
switch contracts. The switches
are used to place telephone calls
on the federal long-distance
network.
"These facts cast substantial
doubt upon the integrity of the
bidding process in the 14 contract awards" and could also affect a 10-year contract for a new
government telephone system
valued at as much as $25 billion
and now out for bids, said committee chairman John Glenn,
D-Ohio.
According to the Senate committee, officials at Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph Co.
and Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Co. said Soni told
them the price they would have
to beat to win the contracts.
Officials at both companies
said they did not use the pricing
information provided by Soni.
The companies, each of which
won contracts for two of the 14
switches in bidding against
AT&T, said they developed their
bids independently.

AT&T won contracts for seven
of the switches and the remainder went to U. S. West Inc. and
Pacific Telesis Group. AT&T
was the only company that bid
for all 14.
The committee said its preliminary information indicates
that AT&T's price information
may have been leaked to other
Bell companies competing for
the contracts as well.
"Although the committee has
not completed its investigation,
it is already clear that some of
the allegations concerning misconduct can be corroborated,"
Glenn said in a letter to GSA
Administrator Terence Golden.
Glenn said the panel has
interviewed about 30 witnesses
and reviewed "stacks of documents" and plans further interviews.
The Justice Department is
conducting a related investigation, focusing on the
possibility that illegal gratuities
were paid to GSA officials in
connection with the contracts.
According to the Senate investigators, a Southern Bell
official said Soni was the guest
of the company for at least five
meals at restaurants in the Atlanta and Washington areas and
that the meals were often attended by senior Southern Bell officials.

HAIR REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

Special

$6

Perm on
short hair
only

(regular $10)

$20

no
shampoo

Coupon must be presented

expires
1/26/88

352-2566
Yellow House behind Taco Bell

Court rejects North plea
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court today rejected
an attempt by Lt. Col. Oliver
North to block an investigation
into his role in the Iran-contra
affair by independent counsel
Lawrence Walsh.
The court, without comment,
left intact a ruling that Attorney
General Edwin Meese properly
authorized Walsh to conduct the
probe.
North, fired as a National Security Council aide after the diversion of funds from Iranian
arms sales to the Nicaraguan
contra rebels was revealed, is a
target of a grand jury investigation conducted by Walsh.
Walsh was given dual authority to carry out the probe.
He was appointed by a special
three-judge court under the Ethics in Government Act, a federal
law enacted in the aftermath of
the Watergate scandal to permit
independent investigation of
high-ranking government officials.
Because the constitutionality
of that law is under attack by
North and others, Meese also
separately authorized Walsh to
carry out his investigation by
delegating the attorney gen-

eral's law enforcement powers
to the independent counsel.
North attacked both sources of
Walsh's authority. The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rejected
the twin challenge last Aug. 20.
The appeals court upheld
Meese's authority to delegate
power to Walsh, and ruled it was
premature to decide North's
challenge to the Ethics in
Government Act.

The constitutionality of the
Ethics in Government Act is being challenged in a separate
case pending before a federal
appeals court in Washington.
The counsel case is North vs.
Walsh, 87-869.
j&Qk-fr tout hot?

You choose the Sub- We'll fill the Mug
Poglioi's Special. George's special, Taco Sub, German Delight, Vegetarian, Monty, Hawaiian Punch, Chef's Delight,
Regular, or Roast Beef

1 7" Sub

IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT

BOWLING GREEN CREDIT UNION, INC.

+ 1 Mug
To your door or in the store

Pogliol's Pizza

GLASS CITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

oz. collector's
Mug
for only
$3.50
with this coupon
I

Filled

945 Somh Main
FREE DF.LIVRRY DAILY
From II AM
352-7571

HAS

MERGED WITH us.

ALL EMPLOYERS (>!• B< >WU\<, GREEN STATE I DIVERSITY AND
THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN. AND THEIR FAMILIES, MAN N< >W
BECOME A MEMBER OF OUR CREDIT I Nil ).\. ALL WOOD
COUNTY EMPLOYEES AND THEIR FAMILIES ARE ALSO ELK ilBLE

Don't get left in the cold

im^fw

EARN $ BUCKS
for Spring Break
Applications are now
available for telefund callers.
Visit the Mileti Alumni
Center, or call Pam
Atchinson 372-2701

FOR MEMBERSHIP. YOU MAY J< )IN AT ANN I >\l. I >l Ol IR TW( I
BOWLING GREEN LOCATIONS. OR AT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS l\
ROSSFORD. MAUMEE OR TOLEDO.

GLASS CITY FEDERAL YOUR CREDIT UNION
COME JOIN US!
725 HASKINS RD
B.G. (352-0787)

45 SHATZEL HALL
BGSU (372-2194)

ALL ACCOUNTS FEDERALLY INSURED TO MIXUXHI BY Till- NATIONAL
I RKDIT ADMINISTRATION. A I S GOVERNMENT AGENCl
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WMCI looks to end skid against BG KSCJ
by Ron Fritz
news editor

Western Michigan head basketball coach Vernon Payne
said he isn't placing any greater
importance on tonight's contest
against Bowling Green than he
does any other Mid-American
Conference|
game.
However,!
when the team
is 0-3 in the
conference
and 3-8 overall, every)
game is cru-!
cial.
"I think any k.
I «
play P»y»e
game you play
in the MAC is a must-win
game," Payne said yesterday
By phone. "It is no more important than the first game we lost
or each one we've played since.
"Both clubs are approaching
it that way. We're 0-3 and BG is

1-3. You need every 'W' you can
get in this league."
The Broncos are coming off an
85-62 shellacking at the hands of
Miami University Saturday. The
Falcons crushed the Redskins
88-70 a week ago in Anderson
Arena.
"They (BG) handled Miami
handily and you saw what
Miami did to us," Payne said.
"In order for us to beat BG, we
have to elevate our game in all
phases."
Guard Mark Brown (20.4
points an game) and forward Eli
Parker (21.2), transfers from
Michigan State and Iowa State,
respectively, lead the Broncos in
scoring.
"Western is a very talented
team," BG coach Jim Larrnaga
said. "They have as much or
more talent than any team in the
MAC."
The Falcons (5-9 overall) are
rebounding from a 68-59 loss to
Toledo at Centennial Hall Saturday. Larranaga said after the

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Rocket game he talked to his
team about a winning attitude.
"We want them to have pride
as individuals and collectively
as a team," he said. "They have
to play to win every night.
"We also talked about mental
approach to the game. We can't
be effected by who we're playing. Let them be worried about
playing us."
In addition, Larranaga would
like to see the Falcons as
favorites, not underdogs.
"I don't want to be in the role
of underdog," Larranaga said.

The Falcons have been getting
excellent bench support from
freshmen Billy Johnson and Ed
Colbert, senior James Tyler and
Gregory. Juniors Lamon Pippin
and Scott Kalish were inserted

Eastern Michigan women's volleyball coach Frank Fristensky has resigned his position, effective immediately, to return
to Switzerland to work at the Institute of Sports Medicine, the
Mid-American Conference announced yesterday in a press
release.

*3.50

THE PHEASANT ROOM ■ 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY ONION
No Reservations accei ued foi this spe< kal
Food coupons accepted 4:30 ? oop.m. daily

"We have to control the tempo
of the game," he said. "We have
to choose our shots wisely and
rebound at both ends, as a
group, not one individual."
Tonight's game begins at 8
p.m. in Anderson Arena.

by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

In six years at EMU, Fristensky directed the Hurons to a
98-95-3 record. He was voted MAC Coach of the Year, alone
with Denise Van De Walle of Bowling Green, after guiding the
Hurons to their best record ever, 21-9, last fall.
EMU tied for third in the MAC.

WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD!

into the starting line-up against
Miami, replacing Colbert and
Gregory.
Because of the outside scoring
ability of Martenet and Gregory,
Payne said his team won't be
able to play zone.
Larranaga said the key to the
game will be tempo.

The Bowling Green women's
basketball team will be trying to
etch its name in Mid-American
Conference history when they
battle Western Michigan, tonight.
The Falcons have won 21
straight MAC regular season

!YiW:l
PUBLISHING

af* :-m .

SIDEWALK SflLG
THURSDAY-SUNDAY JANUARY 21-24
In Ijnfcji I Tntr*** fuhirJunt help i«uw »
-upplfnarmm <t*« mdrTdb »i> atl*

Black Swamp Players, Friday Night, 7:00 PM
■*
Monarch Comic Book Show
TOLEDO AREA PEPSI BOTTLERS'
1988 DRIVE-AWAY SWEEPSTAKES

kinkcs

.ujoodlond moll

:*
1234 N. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-354-4447

cnwrnHowpton

113 Railroad
354-3977

Get Involved And

Soft Rock Caff*) '

tl-00

oonaUon

"It would mean a lot to us to
set a record like that," Falcon
forward Megan McGuire said.
"We'll be working hard to try to
keep it up and win the MAC
(championship).

"It's something I don't think
you can dwell on," he said.
"Those are things which sometimes happen and you can't concern yourself with it. We try to
play them one game at a time,
and I don't think our minds are
on anything else but beating
Western."
The Falcons, 10-3 overall, 4-0
in the MAC, have a current sixgame winning streak for all
contests, despite struggling with
their shooting over the past two.
Against Toledo on Saturday, BG
'... See Falcons, page 9.

APPLY IN PERSON
Between the Hours of

Volunteer Today
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
Applications Available
at 110A MOSELEY HALL
or CALL:

CHANCE TO WIN Fro* Dlnnor for TWO at the

Wins over both the Broncos,
and Ohio University, next week,
would give BG the record alone.

FOR DAY OR EVENING POSITIONS

HELP

1 Nrtwrk Vita ■ rent two movies regular price, gel third free
(save $1981
2 Hndert - 128 North Main. $1 00 oil each ol any regular
priced album, pre-recorded cassettes. CD's
3 Otvltt DellSindwich -109 North Main. S0C oil any full size
"you had belter be hungry" deli sandwich between 3-7 p m
Monday-Friday
4 rWdirwi -1544E Wooster.2 ribeye steak dinners for $7 99
Have $180)
5 DIIMMWM - free can ol pop with regular sub purchase (50c
value)
6 JJL Vtkwftiee Fimlly Rutiurinl • (across for Harshman) one
tree beverage with purchase ol meal (except shakes) not valid
with other promotions (85C value)
7 VMM UtOnrn - lor $5.95 receive two movies plus VCR
(Sunday-Thursday) ($4 00 savings)
8 CMMM Nlyeyei - $2 50 olf any large pan pizza with two or
more items and bottomless drink A 59 75 value lor $6 50 (eat
in only)
9 tame lee Crum • Buy one mum get second mix-in of
equal or lesser value free (value up lo $2 50)
10. FMren'i - Receive $1 00 off any size pizza Not valid with
any other specials or discounts
11 TtM Carnael Silen • 30% otf perms 140 East Wooster
352-0800
12. Mrta - buy a 14" pizza and gel a 6 pack ol R C free
13. TJi • Super-Weights Sweats by Russell. Crew Neck lor
$1150 Hooded for $1550 Sweatpants for $11 50 Save$250
on each purchase with live diflerenl colors
14 tttaaeu Cife - $3 00 off any dinner check of $20 00 or more
Thil offer is not applicable with any other offer One coupon
per table Offer not valid during brunches or other discounted
meals Dine in only.
15 FrMft • Free beverage or Irench fries with purchase ol a
sandwich (good only in 8.G.)
18. WaaaVi • Free med soft drink with purchase ol super-bar
(good only in B G)
17. Taw tell - Buy Nacho Bellgrande get second one free (good
only in BG) JanuQryK_w m (he BA Lobby

games, and can tie the league
record of 22 with a victory in
Anderson Arena. Central Michigan set the mark of 22 between
1982-84, with the string being
stopped against BG.

BURGER KING
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

Waiting

Selling & Sales Management Club
SuperCard

KENT (AP) - Two
months after he resigned
under pressure from his
coaching lob at North Carolina. Dick Crum has been
hired as head football
coach at Kent State, school
officials announced yesterday.
The northeast Ohio
school declined to release
the terms and length of
Crum's contract.

"We'll be working hard to win
this game."
However, BG coach Fran Voll
down-played the significance of
the possible new standard.

{r*Super

~

hires
Crum

Falcons attempt
to tie MAC mark

Fristensky resigns

A native of Czechoslovakia, Fristensky emigrated to Switzerland with his family following the 1968 invasion of his homeland. His family is still in Switzerland.

^SPAGHETTI
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00

"Let teams get up for us. We're
not at that stage vet, but I want
the players thinking in those
terms."
Senior guard Anthony Robinson leads the Falcons with a 14
points per game average. Senior
forward Steve Martenet is averaging 12.7 and junior guard Joe
Gregory, 10.6.

2 PM-4 PM or after 8 PM
AT
1570 E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

372-8360

An Equal Opportunity Employer

19 and Over!

TONIGHT!

*
*
*
*

Wednesday - College I.D. Night
* Bring your valid I.D. and get in Free
* Thufsday - Ladies' Night
* featuring - "Pure Pleasure"
Doors Open

Showtime

WEST
Cover

ANDERSON ARENA
WOMEN 5:30, MEN 8:00

7:30
8:0O
$2.00
Men in at 9:30 - Ladies Free

THE FUNDRINKERY
382-1876
Glenbyrne Center
(corner of Byrne & Glendale)

******* *****************************i

HIGAN

//

THE HOUSE THAT ROARS a

Come support the women in their attempt
to tie a Record- "Most consecutive wins
(22) regular season MAC Games"
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Potvin blue-collar type player
by Al Franco
sports reporter

Marc Potvin doesn't possess an abundance of overwhelming skills in his hockey
repertoire. The game simply runs in his
blood.
Bowling Green's sophomore forward from
Kitchener, Ont. has a namesake and second
cousin whose name is virtually synonymous
with the National Hockey League's New
York Islanders, Denis Potvin.
Throw in the names of Trottier, Bossy,
Goring and Gillies and you have the- ingredients for a squad which dominated Stanley
Cup action in the early 1980's.
Denis Potvin was and still is the captain
and leader of the team that guarded the
coveted trophy on the island for four years.
"I met him a couple times," Marc said. "I
used to live in Ottawa, and he's from that
area. When he played for the (Ottawa) 67's, I
used to go and watch him."
Like his namesake, Marc Potvin is also a
hockey player, but he has to work a little
harder at his trade.

Potvin doesn't possess the speed of a Nelson Emerson, or the play making skills of a
Greg Parks, but with his size (6-2, 210) and
his work ethic. Potvin has become an integral part of Falcon hockey.
"Marc Is first and foremost a big strong
physical player," head coach Jerry York
said. "When he plays big for us - by big I
mean plays the body effectively and wins the
battles along the boards - he becomes a dominant player.
"The little guys, Emerson, Parks and
those guys, can get fancy with the puck," he
continued. "The big, strong guys have to
play with their greatest asset. When the
Click's in the corner, they have to win the
attle and come up with the puck, and those
type of players have to stand in front of the
net and take hits from other players."
Agressive play doesn't seem to bother the
right winger, who is more hard helmet and
lunch pail than sunglasses and savvy. Potvin
is constantly pushing himself, and when he
stretches himself to the limit, it has paid
dividends.

"A guy like me, the only time I'm going to
get goals is if I'm working hard," Potvin
said. "I don't get many chances, so I always
have to work hard."
Potvin said he would like to score 10 goals
this season. The accomplishment seems easily attainable as he recorded his first multiple-goal game Saturday against Miami for
his sixth and seventh tallies of the season.
He attributes his success to an influential
father, but moreover to criticism received
from prior coaches.
"(Most inspiring) was my dad, and all
those coaches who told me I was a lousy
hockey player." Potvin said. "Those (the
coaches) were probably more than my dad
because there were a lot of them."
It seems as though Potvin now has the last
laugh over his former coaches as he was
dratted in the ninth round by the Detroit Red
Wings in 1984. And just maybe, if Denis Potvin plays a few more years, and Marc continues to work, they will meet again — in the
ranks of in the NHL.

Ulini shocked
by resignation

BG News Mark Thalman
Marc Potvin in action against Miami in Friday's 6-4 win in the BG Ice
Arena. Potvin scored two goals in the weekend sweep.

Falcons
Continued from page 8.
made only 32-of-81 shots, while against Miami
last week, the Falcons connected on 27-of-67.
Their conference-best field goal percentage
has fallen from 46 to 44.4 percent.
Forward Jackie Motycka has slumped the
most, going only 13-for-46 in the two games. She
still leads the MAC with a 21.4 average.
"We haven't been shooting well, our percentage has been going down a little bit," Voll said.
"We have to be constantly working on the areas
we need to improve in. I think we ve been turning the ball over a little more than I'd like us to,
as well."
Despite the recent shooting woes, Motycka,
McGuire and center Angie Bonner are still
averaging in double figures. Guards Paulette
Backstrom and Chris Mossing are scoring 8 and
6.7 points per game, respectively.

CHAMPAIGN, lU. (AP) - Illinois football players and assistant coaches reacted with surprise and some disappointment
yesterday to the resignation of
Coach Mike White.
White stepped down Monday
after being confronted allegations of recruiting violations by
the NCAA and the university.
"All I heard was there were
some... allegations that had put
Coach White between a rock and
a hard place," said assistant
coach Pete Hoener. "To save
face, Coach White just said to
hell with it and resigned. I think
it puts the program in a very bad
situation.''

The Broncos, 6-7,1-2, have played tough away
games with national power Texas, and MAC
foes Kent State and MU. WMU coach Jim Hess,
who lost four starters from last season's team
to graduation, said his team will be ready for
the crowd in tonight's game.
"We've been close in most of our away games
and we've played hard," Hess said. "We've
Silayed in some tough places and we've made a
ew mistakes down the end, and our inexperience has shown."
WMU is paced by 6-2 center Kendra McDonald and 6-Horward Shannon Pickell. McDonald
averages 8.8 ppg, while Pickell paces the team
with a 19.9 scoring clip.
"We're going to have our hands full with
Western because they'll come in with Pickell,
who's been there for four years," Voll said.
"McDonald is another big kid. These are two
inside players who are very, very good. I think
they're going to challenge our inside game."

BG News/Mark Thalman

Marc Potvin

White's resignation after eight
years with the Illini comes during the important high school
recruiting period, and at a time
when Illinois is trying to bounce
back from a two-year record of
7-14-1.
"We had some misfortune before, but I thought that was behind us," said defensive back
Greg Boysaw. "It's really unfortunate because things were looking up."

Howard's club NoH Cover

210 N. MAIN

LOVED
BY
MILLIONS

Some were shocked, not only
by White's resignation, but by
news that Illinois was accused of
recruiting violations — four
years after the NCAA placed the
football program on probation
for other recruiting infractions.
"It's definitely a surprise all
the way around," said quarterback Scott Mohr.

TONIGHT
JANUARY 17-20

BAND UPDATES ON BG5
• A Designated Driver Participant *
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ENGLISH MUFFINS

THE ORIGINAL HORMEL CHIP CHOP

CHOPPH)

HAM
WATER ADDED

— PLUS —

Kentucky Fried Chicken
1020N. Main,
Bowling Green

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"
DRIVE THRU HOURS: Sun.-Thurt. 11 a.m.-* p.m.;
Frl. « Sot. 11 o.m.-IO p.m.

51 ??
SANDRIDGE

AMERICAN

^rUC

»1SF
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2S
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OOKE'I
OPEN
24 HOURS
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OHIO LOTTERY
TICKETS IN OHIO
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SOUPS!
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HALF GALLON
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FOOD STAMPS
WE SELL
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CAMPUS t CITY EVENTS

PEACE EDUCATION SERIES
WED JAN 20, 7 30 PM
Central America Update
from Witness 'or Peace Volunteer
Or DougScNrcn
UCF Center 313 Thuretm

WOMEN IN CO*sMU*!lCATK>N», INC.
(WlCI) MEETWO!
THIS IS IT! Our meeting • TONIGHT. Wednes
day. Jan 20 « 8 PM In the faculty lounge, se
oond Door. University Union Jackie Venzel, a
Toledo Public relations professional, win
discuaa lob interviews and portfolios
REMEMBER, you can bring your resume to get
■ crtoguedi SEE YOY TONK3HTI

16
OVERWEIGHT
PEOPLE
NEEDED
to participate in local weight loss program for
advertising purpoeea Must be 25 pounds or
more overweight.
Cal 352-8975

Women's Soccer
Anyone interested in soccer-there's a meeting
W Jan hrst ttoor Gym Epptor

A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet sal your typing needs
148 S. Mam 352 5042

Are you free WM Jan 20 6 30 PM?
Coma to tna Advertlang Clubs meeting in the
Ohio Suite, Union Learn what it's al about and
how to become a part ol it'
HoapHaUty Management Society
General Assembly Meeting
Jan 20 in 112 BA at 8 00 PM
The speaker wi be Virginia Htggins. the sales
and marketing director ot the New Toledo
Melon Hope to aee you there1
International Business Association
Introductory Meeting
7 30 Wednesday Jen 20BA114
Meet members, enjoy some snacks find out
what we're planning1
JOURNALISTS!!1
Publish or Perish!
Start building your portfolio now by being a
volunteer writer with THE 8G NEWS oontact
Caroane Langer at 3726966 or 353-6319
MISSBGSU
MISSBGSU
MISSBGSU
MISSBGSU
MISSBGSU
The 1988 Miss BGSu Scholarship Pageant
presents "A Night Dreams Are Made Of"
Featuring Mistress of Ceremonies. Susan Kay
Johnson, 1988 Mas Ohio
January 21. 22 1 23 KOBACHER HALL
Preaminartes Thursday 1 Friday $2 atM7 PM
Finals Saturday S3 7 30 PM
MISSBGSU
MISSBGSU
PEACE COALITION MEETING
Wed. Jan. 20 9 PM
UCF Carter 313 ThureHn
WE 0ONT JUST WISH
FOR PEACE
WE WORK FOR IT
Seeng and Sales Management Club is having a
meetvtg on Wednesday January 20th at McFal
Center Assembly Room Al Business major
welcome1 Happy Hour at meeting Come on out
and check us out!
SPORT MANAGEMENT CLUB
THERE WILL BE A MEETING TONIGHT AT
9 00 M 110 BA WE WILL BE PLANNING
EVENTS FOR THE REST OF THE SEMESTER
NEXT WEEK WE WILL BE HAVING A RESUME
WORKSHOP SEE YOU THERE
The first DRY DOCK meeting of this semester
w* be at 6 30 PM Wed , Jan 20th in the
Gaaey Anyone interested is Invited and
welcome to come
THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IT. Internships
aye available in al majors m Washington DC this
Summer or Fal Summer deadline is February
15 Attend the Information Session Thursday,
January 21 at 5:J0 in the Tett Room. Union or
cal 2 8202

Meeting lor al people SAILING TO TH€
BAHAMAS tonight at 9 00 H 100 BA SM
enough lime to make reservations for Spring
Break. Don! mate outi Cal Kim al 363-3441 tor
more ■ilutllsejllusi
Phi Kappa leu Ruah
Jan 21 Wing Ding Night
RUSH PM TAUS
Located in Rodgers Courtyard across from the
Ibrary Al parties begin at 730
Ruah PM Delta Thau
Rush Phi Delta Tneta
Ruth Phi Delta Theta
Ruah PM Delta Theta
At the KK0 House on New Fraternity Roar
Tuesday (1fMh) t Thureday (21 at)

Are you afraid of the dark?
FREE Sen-defense carte Thure 21st
eOOPMEppGym
Don't be afraid anymore'
Spons by AKS Karate Club

LOST & FOUND
Found Ladies watch at Howards Tues. night
Cal 352-7162

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
O.S.E.A. MEETING
WED. JAN. 20TH
115 EDUCATION

LOST Backpack and canvas bag with (lee.
slides, and photographs Substantial reward ottered Cat 352-2045

Attention An Majors
Tel Babe we sard Iteeo when you "aee" herl
Scott and Pat

SERVICES OFFERED

Attention: CcirraTkaikafeon Majors

Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center 'or Choice II, Toktdo.O 255-7769

Not busy Wed Jan 20 8 30 PM? Wei, the
Advertising Club wants to change that Gain
valuable experience and heve tun at the same
time Wo I aee you at the Ohio Suite. Union!

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Available from sources you never knew
existed. Every undergraduate guaranteed
etgitality for 10-60 private aid
sources located through our national
data bank For free info write College
Gurdance Service Box 15924 (BO). Seattle
WA 98115

BGSU students hae Interned this year In
Washington DC with places such as the
Smithsonian. Dept of Educ, a Japanese
Power company. Clr tor Misting a Exploited
Children, NAACP. private attorneys and
more. Find out how you can do an Internship in
your fWd m Washington DC-Thin. Jan 21 at
5 30 In the Taft Room, Union or cal 2-8202
Come celebrate reaaonal Pizza Week at Cam"
pus Poayeyee Cutoutthisedandueeitaaa
coupon to receive S2 off any 2-item large to
pan pizza. Eat In, pick up, or delivery 440 E
Court 352-9638.

TUTORING JAPANESE CONVERSATION
NATIVE SPEAKER 354-8874
Typing S Word Proceeding
Al paperworks Free Speecheck
24 hr service Cal 352-1818

Congratulations Beth Johnson on your engagement to Chrte Scheu! Your Delta Zeta Sisters
are very happy tor you' Delta Zeta Beat Wfahei
Beth1

■NEE0 A CARINO RESPONSE
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
CALL
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
AT 354-HOPE
FOR
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT
WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU THROUGH

DISCOVER SAE PRIDE
DISCOVER SAE PfllDE
DISCOVER SAE PRIDE

PM
PM
PM
PM

Delta
Dells
Delta
Delta

Theta
Theta
Theta
Theta

PERSONALS
"AMI LeatASTER"
Good luck In Mist B.G.su! We're behind
you etl the wayll
love.
Your Alpha XI Slttari

Graphic Design Majors
Come lo the Ohio Suite, Union at 630 PM on
Wed Jan 20 and discover the Advertising Club
and al it has to offer!

••ATTENTION SKIERS"
PROFESSIONAL SKI TUNING, HOT WAX.
BASE REPAIR. SHARPENED EDGES. BEVELING AND MINOR BINDING WORK CALL
BRIAN AT 2-4992 EVENINGS

Guess Who's Coming To Campus?
Representatives from Disney wW be on campus
to interview students tor Co-op positions (or
summer and fal semesters Fore more information, cal the Coop Office at 2-2451

•U8ASTRMACCongratulations on your pre-engagement lo
Rob Oktenburgh'
Love,
Your Alpha Xi Slaters

Hospitality Management Society
Meeting Tonight'
Jan 20 m 112 BA at 8 00 PM
Hope to see you there!

mms?

One male roommate, non-smoking, for spring
semester '86 $130 a month pars utihes
Close to campus, washer and dryer Cal
353-2760. ask lor Andy. Oreo or Kevin
WANTED. 2 BuMeeeers tor SPRING '10
semester. Call Beth 353-821S or Lisa
354-2761

THE SUPF.RCARD
Students at BG wH now be able to gam
valuable discounts from B G. merchants
Available In the BS Lobby (Jan 19-22) J1
donation. Students then wil be entered in a ratfa) for a tree dinner for two al Soft Rock Cafe.
WEDNESDAY NIQHT CLUB
10:00 MARK'S
ATTENTION: DUE TO INCREASE0 MEMBERSHIP AND STATUS OUR NEW TITLE WILL BE:
CLUB WEDNESDAY NIGHT
TOPIC WINE WOMEN AND SONG
QUOTE: "WERE HAVING FUN NOW!'
WHERE IS: MARY DIBIASE
HAPPY B-DAY DUANE FRAQER (LATE)
THANKS TINA HAPMER (FOR LAST WED.)

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING for the summer of 1988!
Need a summer Job? Why wait hi the last
minute" Wei. then, as Yogi Bear says. "Hey.
hey-fl's your lucky day'" Our campground.
Yogi Bear's Jelystone Camp Resort. Is looking
for 2 creative, outgoing individuals to coordinate and direct activities for a family camping
resort LOCATION Aurora. Ohio 5 meea from
See World ot Ohio and Qeauga Lake Parti College Jr or Sr level prelerred Experience
preferred but not a must Living facrhtiea provided, tf Interested, send resume to Jetystone
Camp Resort. 3392 SR 82, Mantua. Ohio
44255

BG Country Club hiring lor waitress positions
Musi be able to work some lunches Apply In
person 923 Fstrvtew Ave Experienced only

1 or 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
HAVEN HOUSE APT $143 PLUS ELECTRIC
CALL KIM OR PAULETTE 353-3441

Female Rmte Free room & board for occasional
babysitting Phone 352-2267

Are you loolung for a Nee place to stay this
sem ? What a coincidence' I'm looking tor a
female rmte. The Apt is located dose to campus (3rd a High). So please give me a cal lor
more details 354 1 1 30
F mite, needed spring semester-Haven House
Free heal $144 a mo 354-6116 or
1-365-1530
Female Grad student seeks 1 or 2 rmtes immediately Cal 352-5673
Male Christian roommate needed
Room tor rent in 5 bdrni. house for spr sem
$577 for semester Cal 353-4636
Male Roommate tor spring semester own
bedroom House near Campus, no security
deposit needed Reasonable rent 353-2719

Are you denying

HELP WANTED
HIGH-ENERGY PEOPLE
NEEDED FOR EXCITING POSITIONS HENRY
J'S NIGHT CLUB 1532 S BYRNE AFTER
8 00 PM WEDNESDAY
LIFEGUARDS
Gel your summer job kned up early' Certified
lifeguards needed for al shifts II interested,
contact (No Irving accomodationa) Jelystone
Camp Resort 3392 SR 82 Mantua. OH 44255

Sitters needed-my home-Day Shifts & Night
Shifts-Own transportation a references a must!
Cat Debbie 666-7375 or 353-0988
SUMMER JOB'
Responsive, organized person needed to
piece orders, slock. & keep inventory ol
grocery items, souvenirs, etc for our busy
campground store. Prefer an individual with
some background in this aee Send resume to
Jelystone Camp Resort! 3392 S R 82. Mantua. Ohio 44255 No Irving facilities available for
this position
THINKING AHEAD ABOUT SPRING BREAK
BUT HAVE NO MONEY? WOWt YOU ARE IN
LUCK BUTTONS-THE FUN PLACE TO BE IS
NOW HrRING ALL POSITIONS FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING AND CAR POOLING
AVAILABLE APPLY IN PERSON TUES THRU
SUN AFTER 8.00 PM AT BUTTONS 25481
DIXIE HWY
Waitresses part-time 10 30-2 00. some evenings! Weekends Apply In person between264
Mon-Fn 200 Campbell HI Rd The Elks Ckib

Classes forming now for
March & April Exams

Two days pnor to publication, 4p.m.
" {The BG News is not responsible for postol service delays)

PREPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

STANlfYH «A«ANHXXAnONAICBirTaiuT»
DONT COMPETE WTTrl
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

GMAT classes begin Jan. 26.
GRE classes begin Feb. 4.
LSAT classes begin Feb. II.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)
$ 5.85
1" (16 line maximum) $11.70

NEW LOCATION
3450 W. CENTRAL, SUITE 322
36-3701

»s required for all non-university related businesses and individuals.
_ The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
214 West Holl immediately if there is an error m your od
The BG News will not be responsible lor typographical errors m classified ads for more thon two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who ploce advertising in The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discouroge the plocement of advertising thot may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Coses of fraud con be prosecuted.
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1*725

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (MINT)

§

PHONE#_
I

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.

Reqlry WITH

BUY ONE ITEItl
Extra Kerns 11.25 each

Classification In which you wish your od to appear:
Campus 4 City Events'
___^_ Lost and Found

.Wanted
w

362-5620
325 S. Main

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments and Houses
Office Hours 10am-5pm
or by appointment
Located at 316 E Merry 3
For more info or listings
Phone 352-7365 anytime
Also Summer Rentals

FREE CABLE, heat electric 6 gas One female
needed lo share two bedroom apt, own roomGreat Place' 352-7929 or 354-2843
Furnished efficiency available Immediately
Only $190 per month and no unities'! Please
contact Teresa or leave message at 372-3796
anytime!
House with 2 bdrms -now until May Only 1
block from campus' Washer and dryer included'
$300 a month 8 utilities Cal 372-3880 today'
Houses 6 Duplexes lor 88-89 School Year
Steve Smith 352-8917
Houses and Apartments
Close to campus tor summer 1988
8 86-69 school year 1 -267-3341

Need Female Students
To F* Apartments Now
Phone 352-7365

Room for rent-need male rmte $650 a
semester Stale St Across from campus Cal
364-4914

4-Sala Heavy duty moving cart-4 wheeled
hand buck $16 or beat offer-original coat $50
Cal Jeanne 372-6198 or leave note in mailbox
605 Otfenheuer East

Tttaf e*g.13-

I
I

WITH

n

SPECIAL

!*325

VtJ Rag. 10

WITH

ANY ONE ITEITl

ANY ONE ITEITl
■

[xtro Items 50' each

352-5166

352-5166

352-5166

Free Delivery

Free Delivery

OPEN 4:00 P.M.
ONE COUPON PER PIZZR
EXPIPE5 2"5 88

Unfurnished efficiency for this semester,
available immedietery. very dose to campus
$220 s mo pka very low utaWee 352-1305

Here's a tip...
a tax tip.
Many of the answers to
questions about Ailing
out tax forms are in the
package of instructions
sent to you by the IRS.
Don't let it slide, check
it out!

OPEN 4:00 P.M.
■ ONE COUPON PER PIZZR

if*:4UU
•avrvlo* at Utm me

EXPRES 2-15-

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

Helps' W#n!••

MOM

. for Sal*

Services Offer**

.For Rant

Personals

, Valentine

• Campus/City Event ada are published free of charea for on* day 'or a non-profit event or meeting only.

Dales to appear .

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG Newt
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Total number of (toys to appear.

BUFF APTS
1470-1490 Clough St.
Fum. 2 bdrm. apt. 9 mo. lease
Free heat, water, sewer, private parking
Laundry facilities
Nawlova Rentals

2 round-tnp arrlrne tickets Detroit to San Francisco 2-8 to 2-15 $200 each 287-4685

Extra hems 75' each

I

354-2260 or 352-6553

ONE BEDROOM APARtMENT TO BE SUBLET
FOR THE REMAINDER OF SPRING
SEMESTER PH. 353-4438

yre> Delivery

OPEN
! 4:00 P.M.
ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA
:
; 2 15-88
'EXPIRES

CALL
JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE

1976 Olds Cuttaea Good cond AC. auto
trans . power steering 8 brakes AM-FM radio
$t .000 or beat offer Cal 354-3442

I

Please PPiNT your od clearly. EXACTLY'how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo)

Assortment of
Apartments, Houses and Duplexes
Available lor Summer 1 Fill

1967 Vbfvo new tires, brakes I wheel bearings Excel running cond. Cal 354-7384

!

(For billing purposes only)

$52-6620
325 S. Main

FOR SALE

SPECIAL

V

ISO Scott Hamilton
Fum, 2-bdrm. apt. close to campus
FREE water end sewer
Very spacloua rooms, laundry, 9 mo lease
Newtove Rentals

MUST SUBLEASE EFFICIENCY $200 PER
MONTH FURNISHED ALL UTILITIES PAID
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY CALL 354-2474

£ KAPLAN

per ad are 65' per line. $1.95 minimum.
- 50' extra per ad (or bold typct.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

601-103 FIFTH ST.
Both Fum. I unfum. 2 bdrm apt.
Free hast, water, and sewer
Private parking, laundry lacllllles
9 month lease
Nowtone Rentala
$52-6620
325 S. Main

•WANTED IMMEDIATELY: Fal 88 semester
housing tor 2 non-smoking females graduating
In Dec 88 Please cal Lisa 364-2761 or Beth
353-8215 today'"'

\bu may, if you fail lo lake a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT. GRE and MCAT
Call It's not too late lo do better
on your grad school exam

RATES:

3 female non-smoking roommates or 2 males
and 1 female needed to rent race house near
campus Unities Included with rent Cal
352-2117

Am you in RTVF. VCT. or Journaasm major interested In a Job In television? Come to WBGUTVs Training Orientation Meeting January 27th
at 6 PM In the studio at 245 Troup Ave Bring
your schedule

at grad school?

PEAPLINi;

1 8 2 Bdrni Apt and Houses
School yr.,Yr., Summer leaaes available S8V
Rentala 352-7454

WANTED

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

SANSUI 3300 stereo receiver. $100. FISHER
CR 4016M cassette tape player, $75,
372-2330 or 352-5735
SKI PACKAGE $110 OR BEST OFFER 160
SKIES SIZE 7 BOOTS POLES 8 BINDINGS IN
CL CALL BILL 353-6412

The Staters ot Delta Zeta would Ike to congratulate Beth Cochran on hv recent ravakering
to Keith Hobaonl What a Super Surprise1

yourself a better shot

The BG News

Double bed $35. weight bench $10. Series 10
BentJeyeie guitar 1987 $100 or B O. Peavey
Audition Amp $45 353-8809

1950S.

SPRMOBREAK SAIUNG BAHAMAS
46 FT Captained Yacht's
For Groups ol Eight
7 Days in Bahamas
$435 00 pp Al inclusive
SPRINGBREAK HOTLINE
1-800-999-7245 Anytime
Campus Reps, needed
Ask lor David

The first DRY DOCK meeting of the semester
we be at 6:30 PM Wed.. Jan 20th in the
Galey Anyone interested Is invited and
welcome to come

t/Accr, »/t*rS THAT,
I 0HMM6,

Can you buy Jeeps. Cera. 4 X 4's seized m
drug raids lor under $ 100.00? Cal for feels today 602-637 3401 Ext 299

FOR RENT

Seano. and Sales Management Club a having a
meeting on Wedneeday January 20th at McFal
Center Aaaembly room Al Business Majors
welcome! Happy Hour at meeting Come on out
and check us out'

Bra a yfrHpu/tt

ALTO SAXOPHONE FOR SALE
353-4438

HELP WANTED

BEGINNING JAN 2STH

BAM 352-4663
LARGE ORDERS WELCOME

Nursing major seeking norvsmoklng female
roommate to lire near MCO during the
I888-89 school yeer. Call Sue at 172-6277
alter • PM M-F

RUSH SI0MA NU
TUESDAY 7:J0
TOUT PACKOS HOT DOOS

FRESH DONUTS DAILY

DiBenedettos-Sub Me Quick

78 Chev. Caprice Pwr locks 8 wndws. steering
8 brakes AC AM-FM. automatic, new tires 8
muffler, runs great $1000. 354-2295

Phone 352-7365

WANTED
BASEBALL CARDS
1960S. 1970S 287-3769

'30 • 9:00
Ruah
Ruah
Ruah
Ruah

Need Female Students
To Fa Apartments Now

Phone:

373-2601

Now Renting For

jFgll Semester i
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfum.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs:Mon-Fri 9-7
Sat. 10-4

